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Resumo
O mercado financeiro é extremamente atraente, uma vez que movimenta triliões de dólares
por ano. Vários investidores têm vindo a investigar uma forma de prever preços futuros usando uma
variedade de algoritmos que utilizam análise fundamental e / ou análise técnica. Estas ferramentas
são usadas tanto por especuladores profissionais ou amadores para analisar o movimento de preços
de alguns activos financeiros. O use de algoritmos genéticos, redes neurais, programação genética
combinado com estas ferramentas em uma tentativa de encontrar uma solução rentável é muito
comum. Este trabalho visa optimizar padrões de investimento usando algoritmos genéticos. O padrão
escolhido foi o "fundo duplo" e "topo duplo". Estes padrões foram identificados em três casos de
estudos, com os dados dos futuros do S&P500, durante um período de sete meses e futuros
EUR/USD durante um período de um ano. A ferramenta encontra o padrão em um cenário de trade
diário, usando a informação a nível de minutos e nível de trade. Os resultados são muito
encorajadores, revelando que é possível identificar e optimizar a detecção desses padrões usando
um algoritmo genético e alcançar bons retornos após retirar os custos de transacção.
Palavras-Chave: Algoritmos Genéticos, Bolsas de Valores, Análise Técnica, Reconhecimento de
Padrões, Optimizações.
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Abstract
The financial market is extremely attractive since it moves trillion dollars per year. Several
investors have been investigating a way to predict future prices by using a variety of algorithms that
use fundamental analysis and / or technical analysis. These tools are used by either professional
speculators or amateurs to analyze the price movement of some financial assets. The use of genetic
algorithms, neural networks, genetic programming combined with these tools in an attempt to find a
profitable solution is very common. This work aims at optimizing investment patterns using genetic
algorithms. The pattern selected was the “double bottom” and “double top”. These patterns were
identified in three case studies, with data from the futures of the S&P500 over a period of seven
months and futures EUR/USD over a period of one year. The tool finds the pattern in a day trade
scenario, using the information at the minute level and trade level. The results are very encouraging
revealing that it is possible to identify and optimize the detection of these patterns using a genetic
algorithm and achieve good returns after withdrawing the transaction costs.
Keywords: Genetic Algorithms, Stock Markets, Technical Analysis, Pattern Matching, Optimization.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Computer science has evolved exponentially in recent years, and so has the computing power. It
has gone from machines as big as a room to as small as an insect. Computers have a relatively short
history on financial markets. It has been only for a few decades that market players have had access
to computers with the power to aid in financial transactions. This rapid development was in agreement
with the evolution of financial markets. Today there is a generation that tries to create intelligent
software in order to respond to the market evolution that is constantly changing. In particular, such
matters as Evolutionary Computation, Fuzzy systems, Swarm Intelligence, Support Vector Machines
and Neural Networks are being widely used in financial markets in many different ways, for optimizing
the collection of investment assets or to attempt for the forecast of the future direction of prices by
analyzing past market data. Said that, automated trading methods, which are often, referred as
algorithmic trading, are becoming increasingly widespread and with their soft computing techniques
are widely applied to stock market problems.
Despite the decline of the global market capitalization at the begging of 2012 (-13.6% to $47
trillion), the Electronic Order Book (EOB) turnover value remained stable at 62 trillion [1]. What
confirms a large number of transactions all over the world. There isn’t really just one “stock market”.
There are stock exchanges in locations across the globe and World Wide Web, creating several
possible marketplaces for trading to occur. Businesses, small and large, have projects and activities
that they are confident will be very successful. To run these business capital (money and resources)
are needed and the amount sometimes are more than what they currently have. So, instead of taking
out a loan from a bank, its offer to sell a share of the company in exchange for the funds needed. By
doing that it is agreed to share the profit with investors that buying the stock the risk is shared. Each
stock is given a price that is representative of its value, which is called the stock’s market price. At any
given time while the market is open, investors can buy and sell stocks at the market price. The market
prices will changes during this time. These fluctuations occur partly because companies make money
or lose money, but it is much more involved than that. A stock is only worth what someone will pay for
it. Usually, if a company makes a lot of money, its value rises; because investors are willing to pay
more for a company’s stock if the company is going well. There are many other factors that affect the
value of stocks. One example is interest rates, or the amount of money investors have to pay a bank
to loan money, or how much it has to pay to them to keep their money in their bank. If interest’s rates
are high, stock prices generally go down, because investors can make a decent amount of money, by
keeping their money in banks, or buying bonds, is not need to take the risk in the stock market.
Stock market is very complicated and confusing for some people. Many investors find it hard to
decide which stock to buy, or when to sell it, and when to buy more. Adding to this the market is also
unpredictable that nobody can tell when the price rises, how much it rises or how long the rise would
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last. Investors over time tried to reduce the risk and uncertainty studying more about the market and
the stocks. They might success in minimizing the risk but they can never avoid it. Many investors use
their money investing for a long period of time. Buy and hold (B&H) is the most popular strategy for
investors. In B&H strategy, investors buy a stock of a fundamentally good company, and then hold it
for a long time, waiting for the price to rise and make money. Usually the corporation where they
invest will be earning money constantly, what means investors do not need to worry about the daily
stock prices, which saves time and efforts. Another common strategy is the day trading. Investors buy
and sell the stock within hours, minutes and even seconds. Usually, day traders move all their money
back to cash every day. They try to decide where the stock will go in a short period of day and try to
make money from it. Different people prefer different stocks strategies and use different methods to
decide what to buy. The analysis used into each strategy is different and there are several popular
stocks picking ways that are applied by many investors. One aspect that has intrigued investors for
many years is whether there exist fundamental and technical trading rules based on patterns in prices
which can be relied on to make money on stock markets. Although technical and fundamental analysis
has been widely used among practitioners for many years there’s always been an issue if traditionally
such rules exist and fundamental and technical analysis was useful. The available empirical evidence
suggests that markets were efficient and reflected all the information in past prices. Most tests of the
profitability of simple trading rules indicated these could not make money. These conclusions were
supported by the results of Fama and Blume [2], who found no evidence of profitable filter rules for the
US 30 stocks. Nevertheless others authors have provided evidence which suggests that those
conclusions may be premature.

1.1 Motivation
Investments in financial markets in the long term can provide higher returns than other assets.
This creates a lot of interests around financial markets. There are so many options on market
investments, for example a fund can invest in growth stocks to gain rapidly, or invest in a dividend
stock for a long term perspective. The investors are constantly looking for new investments strategies
to achieve a greater measure of return above the benchmark. Too much time is being spent in this
direction. The strategies can be based on models as a simple purchase of shares at low prices or
something more complex like having a derived portfolio based on historical data correlated with a
portfolio of fixed income securities while dynamically hedging. Investments strategies can be based on
qualitative factors or on quantitative factors such as trading futures based on the historical data of the
S&P500 future index.
There are tens of thousands of market participants who buy and sell financial assets for several
reasons: Expectations of gains, tax reasons, hedging, afraid of incurring losses, “stop-loss”, “pricetargets”, recommendations, fundamental analysis and technical analysis. The so called patterns
(“Graphical patterns”) put the purchase and sale into perspective by consolidating the forces of
demand and supply in a concise framework. Even more important is the help that together with
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technical analysis, identifying patterns give the winner of the battle between the “bulls” and “bears”.
The analysis of patterns can be used to perform predictions of short and long term. The information
can be “intraday”, daily, weekly, and monthly, and the patterns can take place in just one day, or even
several years.
The genetic algorithms belong to a class of machine learning algorithms and have been used
with a great success in many areas of research. It is a search algorithm based on the principles of
evolution and natural genetics combine the exploitation of past results with the exploration of new
areas of the search by using “survival of the fittest” techniques among string structures with a
structured yet randomized information exchange. The use of them in the identification of graphical
patterns has been revealed also a great success.

1.2 Work’s Purpose
The goal of this work is to provide an application that is going to use a GA to identify graphical
patterns. In the present case the method is used to identify two patterns, the “double bottom” and
“double top” patterns. The first one is chosen when the type of investment made is “long” and the
second one if chosen when the type of investment made is “short”. The market changes over time, as
well as its characteristics, so the genetic algorithm has to adapt to the changes over the period in
order to extract the best features and obtain better results.
The work will be tested with real market data from S&P500 futures and EUR/USD futures that
will take into consideration the real market conditions.

1.3 Document Structure
The presented thesis is structured as following:
•

Chapter 2 explains the difference between technical and fundamental analysis. Also has an
introduction what is GA and how can be performed. Finally it is given an overview about
others works that had success using evolutionary algorithms and other optimization
methodologies which can be used;

•

Chapter 3 shows the methodology used for the proposed solution, is explained the method for
the pattern discovery and the GA used on this work;

•

Chapter 4 present the case studies to validated the developed system in order to evaluate the
solution’s performance and robustness;

•

Chapter 5 supplies the conclusions and future work.

•

The appendix provides the user manual necessary for executing the provided application.
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CHAPTER 2

RELATED WORK

In this chapter some aspects of technical and fundamental analysis are discussed. It will be
explained how the genetic algorithm works. Several cases of successful use of genetic algorithms as
well as other forms used to reach a profitable solution will be presented. Finally the results are
summarized in a table of results.

2.1 Market Analysis
Experts from many markets use technical indicators to assess the market. Many investors make
investments in accordance with forecasts and news of the next day rumors and based on socioeconomic and even political environment in which the company in question falls [3]. As an example we
can look at the announcement of the unemployment rate in the United States (currently is a strong
macroeconomic indicator) is increasing significantly compared with the estimates provided by the
analysts indicates a new information, which will usually place the market on a downward trend
(bearish or bear market), or if it is known that the profits of a particular stock are above analyst’s
expectations, the market immediately reacts and raises the share price. Although this type of analysis
there is still other forms of analysis essential for anyone who is investing: Fundamental Analysis (FA)
and Technical Analysis (TA).

2.1.1 Fundamental Analysis
To analyze the capital market and the stocks that compose it, often resort to fundamental analysis.
This type of analysis aims to determine the value of the companies through the study socio-economic
and political. The fundamental analysis allows every moment to evaluate and compare companies
taking into account their results, their economic, financial indicators and its future prospects.
Let’s start by the end. It is very difficult to separate the company’s business strategy from the
macro-economic environment. The rate of unemployment, the inflation developments, the interest
rates, the foreign exchange market (this one more influence on the multi-national companies) are
indicators that influence the activity of the company decisively. Indicators from other countries that are
thousands of miles away from the company that often have no direct relationship with can affect their
price. For example: the increases in the interest rates usually tend to decrease the price of the
companies since the debt usually is greater.
The business sector is important in fundamental analysis. The company can be well managed,
have great rations but if the sector is negative the market usually reacts and penalize the company.
As mentioned in the preceding paragraph other aspect in assessing a company’s fundamental
analysis are their ratios. The two most studied indicators are:
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•

•

PER (Price Earnings Ratio) – Is obtained by dividing the share price by earnings per
share (it is usual to compare the company’s PER with other PER from companies in the
same sector);
EPS (Earning per Share) – Net profit per share.

This type of analysis is usually used for long-term investments.

2.1.2 Technical Analysis
This analysis aims to study the prices of stocks. For that, use graphical analysis and technical
indicators analysis. In order to try to predict the most probable price evolution, is a process of analysis
that has a reference the history of prices, quantities of shares traded and tries to identify patterns of
behavior and for last but not less important resort to complex mathematical concepts [4,5]. Widely
recognized by investors who intensely follow the movements of stocks markets. There are several
assumptions that can be analyzed using technical analysis:
•

Charles Dow [6] which is considered the “father” of technical analysis and for this reason
many of the theories of technical analysis are based on the Dow Theory. The most important
is perhaps “The price of a share discounts everything”. In practice, technical analysts believe
that the price of a security reflects all information that is known about the same [2];

•

Many technical analysts believe that the variations in prices are not random, they follow some
trends. However also say that there may be periods of time in which shares may not follow
any tendency. Therefore, most important is correctly identify the tendency to invest better.

•

Unlike fundamental analysts the technical analysts are concerned not with the “Why” but with
“The”, that is, their concern is not to know why the prices went up but to identify the increase
before it takes place.

One of the tools of analysis is the graphs of either historical stocks or mathematical indicators
usually calculated based on historical prices. The graphs are identified as basic elements as
(Figure 1):
•

Trend - The objective is to know the trend in the quotation, by this we mean if the share price
is in a downward trend (bearish) or upward trend (bullish);

•

Support – Areas of congestion bellow the price of a stock. If the share price breaks that line,
we can say that we have entered a bearish zone;

•

Resistance – Areas of congestion above the price of a stock. If the share price breaks that
line, we can say that we have entered a bullish zone;

•

Momentum – The momentum of a company is usually calculated on the basis of oscillators
such as Moving Average Convergence / Divergence (MACD);
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•

Volume – The volume of trades are usually used to identify if the pressure is on the side of
buyers or the sellers side. It can be volume of orders give (buy or sell).

Figure 1 – Trend, Resistance and Support

One of the oldest trend indicators that are used in technical analysis is the moving average
(MA). There are several types of MA: exponential, simple, triangular, variable, etc. MA can be applied
to any value of a security, volume, the closing price, or the opening value. Figure 2 is an example of
the MA of 50, 100 and 200 days on the S&P 500 futures contract $50 size. The red line represents the
MA of 50 days, the green line represent the 100 day and the brown line represent the 200 days. To
calculate a simple MA of 50 days is only need to add the quotes of the last 50 days and divide by 50.
To plot the graph is need to repeat this procedure for each of the days of the graph view. Obviously to
get the MA of n-days for a given day is mandatory to have all the quotations in the previous n days.
That cannot always happen, as in the case of the entry of a new title in the market.
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Figure 2 – Moving Average (50, 100 and 200 days)

The type of the MA that should be used depends on what investors want. In the case of a
simple MA, all bids have the same title weight over time. In the case of the triangle MA, is given more
weight to the prices that are in the half of the analysis period. On the exponential MA is given more
weight to recent prices. As a rule, is used exponential moving average because it produces best
results in most situations.
The number of days used in the calculation of the MA is very pertinent. This issue is solely and
exclusively with the type of analysis. Therefore it is analyzed the following table:
Table 1 – Moving average trend

Trend

N Days

Very short-term

5 to 13 days

Short-term

14 to 25 days

Medium-term

50 to 100 days

Long-term

100 to 200 days

As can be seen on table 1, to perform analyzes to a medium-term generally the 50 days MA is
used, while for long-term analysis is used the MA of 200 days. MA is generally used to measure
momentum and define areas of possible support and resistance. This simplistic analysis puts us
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always on the correct side of the market trend. However, this indicator does not have predictive value
concerning the tendency by that the reaction is always slower than other indicators. So the
recommendation whether to buy or sell can always be late.
Another indicator that is also widely used in technical analysis is the Relative Strength Index
(RSI) [7]. The RSI is an oscillator very popular among technical analysts due to its good results. In
terms of calculation, the formula is quite simple, although its interpretation may be a bit more
complicated:

 = 100 −

100
1 + 

(1)

 =  ⁄ 

(2)

To simplify the calculation explanation, RSI has been broken down into its basic
components: This RSI calculation is based on 14 periods, which is the default suggested by Wilder in
his book. Losses are expressed as positive values, not negative values.
The very first calculations for average gain and average loss are simple 14 period averages.
•

First Average Gain = Sum of Gains over the past 14 periods / 14.

•

First Average Loss = Sum of Losses over the past 14 periods / 14

The second, and subsequent, calculations are based on the prior averages and the current gain
loss:
•

Average Gain = [(previous Average Gain) x 13 + current Gain] / 14.

•

Average Loss = [(previous Average Loss) x 13 + current Loss] / 14.

Taking the prior value plus the current value is a smoothing technique similar to that used in
exponential moving average calculation. This also means that RSI values become more accurate as
the calculation period extends. The value of RSI can vary between 0 and 100. Whenever the value is
above 70, the RSI has entered into an overbought zone. Whenever the value falls below 30 points,
has entered into an oversold zone. It is noted, however, that some traders prefer to define the
overbought zone above the 80 points and the oversold zone below the 20 points because of the best
results that may arise. These values may be adjusted even based stock by stock, again, depending on
the results obtained. There are basically three analyzes that can be drawn from the graphical
observation of the RSI:
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•

One of the most simplistic interpretations that can be drawn from the RSI chart is what
concerns the output of the oversold / overbought zone. Whenever the RSI falls below 70
points after being in overbought zone, a signal is generated to sell the stock. Whenever the
RSI value being above the pass 30 he is out of an oversold zone, this means it is given an
indication to purchase the stock as can be seen on figure 3. Another important aspect is that
this interpretation cannot be dogmatic and should be corroborated by other indicators,

•

Another graphic interpretation that can be drawn from the RSI is the divergences. It is at this
point that perhaps lays the greatest virtue of this oscillator. Whenever the price reaches new
highs and chart RSI is in decline, it is likely that the stock price fix through the fall. Similar
reasoning can be done to the minimum. Whenever the price test new lows and chart RSI don’t
follow, it is very likely that the share price go up,

•

Supports and resistances: the RSI chart is also excellent for drawing lines of resistance,
support and trend at the same way they are drawn in a stock chart.
The following figure 3 shows an example of the RSI indicator from the S&P 500 between

06/12/2010 and 18/07/2011.

Figure 3 – RSI 14 days

2.1.3 Advantages and Disadvantages
The biggest advantage is that the technical analyst focuses only on the share price. If the main
concern is to predict the future evolution of the stocks, it makes sense to analyze the historical price.
Identify support and resistance lines that set limits on potential evolution of the price. It also sets out
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times of market entry (any investor knows that the most important knows when to “Enter” and when to
“Exit”).
The prices, in addition to being influenced by their past performance, are also affected by the
market which they belong, so we can’t completely forget the fundamental analysis. The technical
analysis normally does not anticipate the inversions occurring trends, in fact, after the change trend
occur is usually when they are detected.
So we can conclude that we should not use only 100% technical analysis or fundamental analysis,
the ideal is a mix of both.

2.1.4 Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) Volatility Index (VIX)
Introduced in 1993 by the CBOE, the VIX is not more than a weighted measure of the implied
volatility of eight buy and sell options [8]. More specifically, the weight assigned to these eight options
of purchase and sale is defined according to the remaining time and the positions of the same, in other
words, “in the money” or “out of the money”. The result gives rise to a hypothetical compound option,
which is “at the money” and under a deadline of 30 days to expire. An option “at the money” means
that the price and the exercise price of the asset are equal. Therefore, the VIX is the implied volatility
in this hypothetical compound option.
The VIX is updated daily and can be used on an “intraday”, daily, weekly or monthly measure
degree, of implicitly volatility and to analyze the expectations that are formed on the market. Usually,
the VIX has an inverse relationship with the market, which is why the graphics used in their
representation are illustrated with the scale inverted (figure 4), the lower values are above and the
highest are below. In other words, the indicator value increases when the market is declining and
decreases when the market is rising. For values below 20, the VIX indicate excessive satisfaction,
which means tendency “bullish” and an implied volatility greatly reduced. For values above 30, the VIX
are associated with a tendency overly “bearish” and a very high implied volatility.
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Figure 4 – VIX and S&P500 Indexes [9]

2.2 Different Works
In this section several related articles will be presented as an initial study for the development of
this thesis.

2.2.1 Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Algorithm is a heuristic function for optimization. A population of potential solutions is
refined iteratively by employing a strategy inspired by Darwinist evolution or natural selection. Using
selection (good specimens reproduce more often and weak specimens less often or not all),
recombination (where both parents pass on characteristics) and mutation (sometimes, a child is born
with a new characteristic). Evolution can produce optimum specimens relatively quickly but can take
millions of years. It is amazing that nature can find so many optimum solutions in so short time. In
optimization the goal is ideally to find the best possible solution to a problem [10]. For real-world
problems, one does not usually know the best possible solution, therefore, a more realistic objective is
for us to find a good solution, or if we give a correct benchmark, to search for a better solution from the
one we already know. A typical genetic algorithm requires a genetic representation of the solution
domain and a fitness function to evaluate the solution domain. Genetic algorithms are created
mathematically using vectors, which are quantities that have direction and magnitude. In genetic terms
one chromosome can be represented with a one-dimensional vector for parameters of each trading
rule, the values used in each parameter can be thought of as genes, which are then modified using
natural selection [11]. There are three types of genetic operation that can be performed:
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•

Selection is the population improvement operator. Basically it duplicates structures with higher
“fitness” and deletes structures with lower “fitness” with that individual genomes are chosen
from a population for later breeding (recombination or crossover);

•

Crossover is when combined with selection, results in good components of good structures
combining to yield even better structures. It represents the reproduction and biological
crossover seen in biology, whereby a child takes on certain characteristics of its parents. The
crossover stage advances a total of n elements to the mutation stage;

•

Mutation creates new structures that are similar to the current structures. Mutation randomly
alters each component of each structure. So is used to maintain genetic diversity from one
generation of a population to the next by introducing random small changes. The mutation
stage advances n elements to the selection stage of the next generation, completing the cycle
[12].

The most common type of genetic algorithm work like this (figure 5):
A population is created with a group of individuals created randomly. The individuals in the
population are then evaluated. The evaluation function gives the individuals a score based on how
well they perform at the given task. Two individuals are then selected based on their fitness, the higher
the chance of being selected. These individuals then “reproduce” to create one or more offspring, after
which the offspring are mutated randomly. This will continue until a suitable solution has been found or
a certain number of generations have passed.
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Figure 5 – Genetic Algorithm process

2.2.2 Study Analysis
Many technical analysts believe that the variations in prices are not random, they follow some
trends. However they also say that there may be periods of time in which shares may not follow any
tendency. Therefore, of most importance is to correctly identify the tendency to obtain better results.
To identify graphical patterns it is necessary to examine historical data. Usually the studies of
technical analysis looks at quantitative indicators, such as moving average, relative strength index
among other indicators [13,14]. Various works have been done on automated trading using
evolutionary computation [15,16,17], those methods used mainly technical analysis, which is one of
the two basic approaches in trading methods.
Charting patterns, such as flags, saucers, head-and-shoulders, rounding tops and double
bottom have been studied. More recent there is an example of the use of technical analysis in the
identification of certain graphical patterns. In [18] it is presented an experiment in identifying the bull
flag using pattern recognition software. Other authors also studied some of those patterns before [19,
20]. Another good example of pattern detection is the work proposes on [21] where it is proposed to
detect and predict special patterns over financial data streams. In the end this works revealed a
success since the accuracy of the algorithms reflects a good performance which includes the
detection of 16 types of special patterns. However between those patterns identified there were 3
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where there was a smaller accuracy. Another interesting work related with pattern recognition is the
one on [22] where is introduce the pattern recognition approach based on neural networks. Four
patterns where used on the experience where with the use of a classification pattern recognition
algorithm and with the help of pattern recognition software Neurotask was possible to define and
recognize patterns using different algorithms.
Different approaches are used for making purchase and sale of different assets. Some have
the goal to maximize the profits and not minimize the prediction error [23]. They use genetic network
programming with State-Action-Reward-State-Action (GNP-SARSA) learning for creating trading rules
on stock markets. It consists of judgment nodes and processing nodes that are connect to each other,
returning judgment results for assigned inputs and determined the next node. The processing nodes
take actions of buy and sell. Another point that devotes to the enhancement of the GNP-Sarsa
algorithm is the one proposed on [24], where in order to create a more efficient judgment functions,
sub-nodes are introduced in each node to select appropriated stock price information depending on
the situations and to determine appropriated action of buying and selling. Also to create more efficient
judgment functions that will judge the current stock price appropriately, Importance Index (IMX) [25]
has been proposed to tell GNP the timing of buying and selling stocks. IMX is used as one of the
criterions for decision making. For example, IMX values becomes large when a certain technical stock
price index shows buying signal, and becomes small when the index shows selling signal. Other
knows approach is the genetic network programming with rule accumulation [26]. The aim of this
approach is not to obtain good individuals, but to accumulate a large number of extracted rules in the
rule pools every generation, more than the original GNP. Therefore, the rule accumulation is carried
out throughout the generations. So, the rules which contribute to the fitness several times in different
periods can be regarded as general rules which avoid over fitting to the rare situation in the training,
this is the most important point in this method. This method has a particularity that the number of times
a rule can be extract can be limited. For example if the limit is set to two, the software can only use the
rules extract at least two time for the decision making in the testing. Another method for automatic
stock trading is the method that combines nearest neighbor classification [27] and some well-known
tools of technical analysis namely stop loss, stop gain and RSI filter (the stop loss was used to limit the
loss in a single trade to 3% and the stop gain was used to protect the gain when it approaches to
10%). Like the others methods the objective is to achieve good results in terms of profitability,
comparing the results with the profits that would be obtained with the buy-and-hold strategy.
Based on box theory and Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm in [28] there is an example
of success on a bull and bear market. A two estimator based on SVM regression algorithm is used to
forecast the upper and lower bound of the oscillation box respectively. Note that the box theory is that
the stock price is supposed to generally oscillates in a certain range during a period of time. After the
forecast of the upper bound and lower bound of the price oscillation box are determined, a trading
strategy is constructed to make trading decisions. Another effective method to acquire trading strategy
in the stock markets that evaluate individuals in genetic algorithms is the neighborhood evaluation
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[29]. It involves the evaluation of neighboring points of genetic individuals in fitness landscape as well
as themselves. This aims for dealing with the difference of the landscapes between the training and
the test data.
Another author demonstrates an empirical methodology for creating and testing Artificial
Neural Networks (ANNs) for the use within stock market trading system. The methodology presented
separates the in-sample benchmarking process, also aims to ensure that if the neural models
developed during the in-sample training process are curve-fit, then that is clearly exposed during the
out-of-sample benchmarking [30]. Also using neural networks to improve a trading system based on
the RSI financial indicator is another example of success. Chartist Analysis Platform for Trading
(CAST) can be seen as a set of solutions for calculation the RSI using artificial intelligence. The RSI
financial indicator and the heuristic methods applied where generated to create a single heuristics
formula. The generation of the RSI, known as iRSI, was tested and the one without memory was the
best option [31].
To many, technical analysis is a valuable and profitable toll in trading and investment
decisions. As a non-arbitrage algorithmic trading system, supplemented by the use of reinforcement
learning (RL) we have the Adaptive Network Fuzzy Interface System (ANFIS). The reinforcement
learning is used to formalize an automated process for determining stocks cycles by turning the
momentum and the average periods [32].
Another success on bull and bear market is the intelligent stock trading system based on
improved technical analysis and Echo State Network (ESN) [33]. It conventional technical analysis
with genetic algorithm by learning trading rules from history for individual stock and then combine
different rules together with ESN. Parameters, such as radius of ESN’s reservoir and trading
threshold, may influence the profits.
In the futures market it is possible to make a profit by buying a contract to buy when is
expected that the market is rising (bull market), or buy a contract to sell when is expected the market
is going down (bear market). Thus the direction of the share price is an opportunity to generate profit
in both bull and bear markets. Various types of trend patterns have been categorized, for instance,
head-and-shoulders, triangle, ascending and descending channel and cup and handle were
characterized [34].
The trend pattern usually indicates a specific trend of the stock price over a period of time.
Various types of trend patterns have been categorized [35]. Patterns of price movement that can
predict futures prices, such as the “head-and-shoulders” and “double-top” patterns have been
analyzed [36].
Although graphical patterns are widely used by traders as an important additional tool in
decision making, it is necessary to note how the market is near the graphic pattern. A new approach
combining a Symbolic Aggregate approximation (SAX) technique together with an optimization kernel
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based on genetic algorithms have been describe in [37]. Another successful approach applying GA
kernel on optimizing technical analysis rules is the one used on [38]. This process considers several
technical indicators (TSI, OBV, MACD, RSI, ROC, EMA, and HMA) and applies stop loss techniques
in order to avoid sudden losses.
The synthesis of fuzzy logic and methods of the Dempster-Shafer theory (the called rule-base
evidential reasoning) is proved to be a powerful tool for building expert and decision making system
[39]. The author refers two limitations that reduce the ability to deal uncertainties that usually the
decision makers often meet in practice. One limitation is that the observation that in many real-world
decision problems we deal with different sources of evidence and the combination of them is needed.
Another is that a degree of belief mass can be assigned only to a particular hypothesis, not to a group
of them, and the assignment of a belief mass to a group of events if a key principle of the DempsterShafer theory. A new approach free of these limitations is proposed. The advantages of this new
approach are demonstrated using simple numerical examples. Stock trading expert systems (STES)
are based on the level 1 information. The authors propose not only to use the level 1 information but
the level 2. Day trading markets (futures, stocks, etc) have three separate prices that update in real
time whenever the markets are open. These prices are known as the bid, ask, and the last price, and
together, these prices provide a complete picture of the current state of the market. Where tools show
in-depth information on a particular stock, we can see not only the “best bid and ask”, but the whole
spectrum of buy and sells orders at different volumes and different prices to adapt a new method for
the rule-base evidential reasoning [40]. Another example is the stock trading using linear genetic
programming with multiple time frames. Two types of decision techniques were used to determine
whether or not a buy, sell, or hold signal, those are majority and temporal proximity. The majority
technique had a better performance than the temporal proximity decision mechanism that was more
restrictive and trade slightly less often. The time frames used on this paper are 5, 10, 15 and 30
minutes. Combinations of more time frames also traded less often and stayed in the market longer
during trades [41].
Unlike shares, the futures contracts have a fixed time term. If the contract comes to an end, the
future will be settled. In some cases it can be delivery a commodity. Thus many investors make “roll
over” on the contract, selling the old future contract and buying the new one that has a new maturity.
So the volume data display strong quarterly seasonality due to the “rolling over” of the positions close
to the expiry date of the near contract. It’s important to consider that there is a mechanical link
between the open interests and the future trading volume [42]. Also others made explicit the
relationship between trading volume and change in open interest proving upper bound for this “roll
over” [43]. In table 2 we can see a summary of some of the results of the approaches that have been
mentioning.
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2.3 Why choosing GA
Like was said before the use of GA in the identification of graphical patterns has been revealed a
great success. It has a number of advantages:
•

Useful finding a solution for complex or loosely defined problems;

•

Useful to find the best solution from a vast solution set (solves problems with multiple
solutions);

•

Bad proposals are simply discarded and don’t affect the end solution negatively;

•

The inductive nature of the GA means that it doesn’t have to know any rules of the problem, it
works by its own internal rules;

•

GA algorithm is a method which is very easy to understand and it practically does not demand
the knowledge of mathematics;

•

Are easily transferred to existing simulations and models.

Also have some disadvantages:
•

One of the disadvantages of choosing the GA involves in longer running times on the
computer, what fortunately, this disadvantage continues to be minimized by the everincreasing processing speeds of today’s computers;

•

Certain optimization problems cannot be solved by means of genetic algorithms. This usually
occurs due to the poorly known fitness functions which generate bad chromosome blocks in
spite of the fact that only good chromosome blocks cross-over;

•

There is no absolute assurance that the GA will find the best optimum solution;

•

Like other artificial intelligence techniques, the GA cannot assure constant optimization
response times.

2.4 Conclusions
Genetic algorithms are so far generally the best and most robust kind of evolutionary
algorithms. They have been around since the early sixties. They apply the “rules of nature”, evolution
through selection of the fittest individuals, the individuals representing solutions to a mathematical
problem. Where solution is not possible by traditional approaches, GA may be able to offer a viable
alternative. There are a number of factors which must be taken into consideration when developing a
GA. There are typically many standard parameters which can be modified to affect the performance of
the optimization, variable specification, tight variables bounds, weighting strategies and constraints.
Unconstrained problems are particularly suitable for consideration as constraints that require the
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management of possible infeasibility, which may slow down the optimization process considerably.
What was not the case at this study. GA should not be regarded as a replacement for other existing
approaches, but as another optimization approach which can be used.
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Table 2 - Market Forecasting Results
Ref

Year

Method

Type

Data

Market

17

2010

K-NN

Daily

Stocks

Bovespa

16

2011

ANFIS

300 days or
1 year

5 Stocks

US

40

2012

DST

Daily
(60 days)

3 Stocks

Warsaw

15

2011

GNP-RA

30 Days

16 Stocks

Tokyo

4

2009

GNP-Sarsa

Daily

16 Stocks

Tokyo

20

2010

Oscilation
Box

Daily

Stocks and
Index

US and
S&P500

41

2011

LGP Multiple
Time Frames

Daily

4 Stocks

US

18-10-2010

9 Days
and
30 Days

15 Stocks

IBEX

16-12-2005
to
27-10-2009

Stocks

US and
S&P500

01-09-2000
to
01-092002
01-12-2003

31

11

2011

2011

ANN based
on technical
analysis
of
RSI
GA and Echo
State
Network
(ESN)

Long
periods

Period
01-04-1998
to
09-03-2009
24-08-1994
to
30-08-2006
01-04-2010
to
30-06-2012
05-01-2009
to
30-12-2009
05-01-2004
to
30-12-2004
17-03-2004
to
17-10-2005
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Algorithm
Performance
period

on

487.74%

the

B&H Performance on
period
34.50%

240.32%

167%

PKN –> 21.20%
PKO –> 9.55%
TPS –> 21.81%

PKN –> -5.20%
PKO –> -14.8%
TPS –> -5.10%

13.5%

7.6%

9.8%

4.1%

Bull -> 37.69%
Bear -> 12.65%
Total -> 25.94%
BRK-B – -0.17
RIMM – 0.53
RY – 0.52
AAPL – -0.37

Bull -> 29.47%
Bear -> -21.04%
Total -> 5.77%
BRK-B – 0.33
RIMM – -0.2
RY – 1.7
AAPL – -0.14

IRSI
58.20%

RSI14
42.27%

BULL - > 41.6%
BEAR -> 26.5%

BULL - > 20.5%
BEAR -> -20.3

the

to
01-112005
Stocks

ASX

01-01-2004
to
31-12-2008

Several

Nikkei 225

Jan. 1999 to
Dec. 2009

Daily

Stocks

Warsaw

GNP-Sarsa

Open Day

16 Stocks

Tokyo

GA

Weekly

All Stocks

DJI

18

2010

ANNs

13

2010

GA

39

2010

Rule-base
evidential
reasoning

24

2009

38

2011

Daily

21-01-2008
to
11-07-2008
05-01-2004
to
30-12-2004
01-01-2003
to
31-06-2009

21

338.10%

12.6%

57.4%

-

Gross Profit / Gross
Loss
11077/6195 = 1.78

-

8.2%

0.8%

21%

-5%
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CHAPTER 3

GA Approach

3.1 Methodology
The system is going to try to discover the “double bottom” pattern using a genetic algorithm
to find what the parameters of this pattern are. This type of pattern is typically formed by two
minimums, with a maximum between the minimums, followed by breaking the resistance line.
Generally, this pattern marks the transition from the turn of a bearish period for a bullish period.
The elements that make up this graphical pattern are the following:
•

First minimum (A) - The pattern is recognized by the existence of two minimums, the
first minimum usually is the lowest prices of the bearish period;

•

Maximum (C) – Between the two minimums there is a maximum that can get some
percentage above the value of the minimum. The volume usually increases around the
maximum but proves to be inconsequential for a breakout to occur, so the asset
declines again;

•

Second minimum (B) – Should have a price similar to the first minimum even supposing
that there is a slight difference. After this minimum usually there is an increase in the
price which is enhanced by an increase in volume. In this situation, breaking the
resistance line should be distinguish with the bulls that exert buying pressure that the
bears investors cannot undo.

It can be seen in Figure 6, a generic example of the “double bottom” pattern. The point A is
the first bottom of the pattern that follows a downward trend and suddenly a shift to a rising
trend. The maximum (point C) is detected when the upward trend changes to a downward
trend. For the pattern to be complete, another change of the tendency has to happen like on the
first bottom, if that happens a new second bottom is identify (point B).
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Figure 6 – Generic “Double bottom” Pattern

The hardest part to identify this pattern is to distinguish the false breakouts. This means that
after having discovered the second bottom, the first breakup might happen passing the
resistance line without there being a reversal in the trend actually. If this happen we probably
going to be in a loss, because after having been identified the pattern is the moment when the
“long” position is opened. Moreover if the pattern is correct and the trend is upward some profit
will be made.
The methodology presented below is generalized to allow various methods of identifying
technical patterns, figure 7. The methodology consists of three parts:
•

On the first part there is the validation, which consists of four steps. Begins by checking
if there is no open position on the market. If there is an open position go for part three.
When there is no open position go for the next step, which validates that the minimum
time since the close of the last position was reached. In the next step examines whether
the tendency of the price on that day is in line with the pattern used, and finally is
analyzed the time at which the operation is performed is within the allotted time for the
same transaction;

•

The second part will only occur if the four steps on the first part are validated true
otherwise the first part is repeated. Then it is used the detection method of the pattern
chosen. If the pattern is not detected it is repeated the part one, otherwise is opened a
position;
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•

This last part consists in the close of the position. In the first step it is validated if the
operation is still within the time allowed for daily permanence in the market. On the
second step it will be checked if the target or the stop loss was achieved. If one of the
steps is actually true, the position is closed and will be set a minimum value for the time
that is validated in the first part.

Figure 7 – Methodology

This same methodology and GA will be used to identify a second pattern used on a
short market investment “double top” pattern. This type of formation typically consists of two
maximum (A and B), intercalated by a minimum (C). Figure 8 represents an example of the
“double top” pattern. Generally this pattern marks the transition from the passage of a bullish
period for a bearish period. This pattern is very similar to the “double bottom”, the first minimum
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is equivalent to the first maximum (A), the second minimum to the second maximum (C) and the
last maximum to the minimum (B).

Figure 8 – Generic “Double top” Pattern

The “Double Top” and “Double Bottom” are based on support and resistance patterns. As
was mentioned before, supports and resistances emerge sometimes on same levels as in the
history. This indicated that the traders hesitate on the same price again and if the level is not
breached is it quite strong patterns for us to expect what might happen. “Double Bottom” means
that traders refuse to sell at lower price twice and we can expect that the price will increase in
nearby future. On the contrary the “Double Top” means that traders refuse to buy at higher price
twice and we can expect that the price will decrease in nearby future.
Another possible pattern that can be recognized is the “Head and shoulders” pattern. This
pattern is considered by the technical analysts as one of the most common and assertive
among chart patterns, is a non-linear formation easily identified visually by a sequence of tree
local maxima with the intermediate greater than the other two similar height, resembling the
shoulders and a head of a human. Additionally, for the pattern to be confirmed, after the
formation of the right shoulder, the prices should break the line linking the funds that separate
the head from the shoulders, called neck line. The following figure 9 represents a generic
example of the “Head and Shoulders” pattern.
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Figure 9 – Generic “Head and Shoulders” Pattern

The first shoulder is formed when the buying pressure arises in the market which leads
the price of the stock to climb and a first maximum is reached. At this point, the sellers take over
the market which leads to a fall in the price. After this period of time, investors who have not
entered the first maximum or investors who want to repeat the gains, enter or reenter into the
market which forces a further rise in the price, this time even harder. By this the new limit is
higher than the left shoulder, the head is formed. This price rise is usually associated with heavy
volume. Barely reaches a new high, it settles a seller pressure that wants to take some capital
gains with this new rise. The immediate consequence is a further fall in the share price. At that
time there are still a few investors who think the market can still make gains, and they think they
miss the previous rallies, and so the buying pressure increases in the market making the prices
raising again, what form the right shoulder. But this time, besides being much lower than the
maximum of the first shoulder, the volume is lower because the interests of the buyers are lower
too. Thus, new fall of the price is inevitable with the sellers taking over the market after it
reached a new high. During this new trend of falling, it can happen that the prices might
penetrate the neck line. In this situation is usual that the buyers try to enter in the market again
and the prices rise and break the neck line. If this does not happen, it is very likely that the
prices fall quickly with a strong volume. Although there is no consensus some, say that the
minimum objective price development towards the new trend is determined by the confirmation
of the chart pattern. This goal is the vertical distance measure from the neck like to the head,
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reflect at the point where the neck line is broken by the prices as figure 9 represents. Since is
not violated the fundamental characteristics of the pattern, the formation of the three top with
the highest in the middle, followed by the breaking of the neck line by the price, the standards
may differ from their basic formation, harmonious and symmetrical. The neck line may have
positive slope or negative, and the shoulders can take different sizes and durations between
them [44].

3.2 GA Approach
This algorithm analyzes each chromosome of the population by applying this
methodology. Later uses an evaluation function to select the best individuals that will produce
the next generation. This new generation result from the use of selection, crossover and
mutation operations. The stop condition is a minimum number of iterations when there is no
improvement in the best chromosome.
The parameters used in the algorithm are:
•

Population size;

•

Minimum number of generations;

•

Probability of occurrence of crossover for every two individuals;

•

Probability of mutation of the gene position.

It was chosen as an example the technical pattern “double bottom”.
The chromosome of the genetic algorithm used for this pattern consists of the following genes:
•

Pattern trend;

•

Distance from the first bottom to top;

•

Distance from the second bottom to top;

•

Strength of the first bottom;

•

Strength of the top;

•

Strength of the second bottom.
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3.2.1 Selection
The following figure is an example of how the selection works in the GA used on this
dissertation.

Figure 10 – GA Selection

The fitness function is evaluated for each individual, providing fitness values.

The

selection used on this work is an elitist selection. This means that it will retain the best
individuals in the generation. In this GA the retaining is 50% of the population. The worst 50% of
the population will be select as figure 10 shows for the cross-over process, each pair of two
individuals will be selected.
There are other methods that use a different procedure for the selection. For example the
fitness proportionate selection. The method starts by normalizing the values of the fitness of
each individual by the sum of all fitness values, so that the sums of all resulting fitness values
are equal to one. Then the population is sorted by descending fitness values and the method
will sum its own fitness values plus the fitness values of all the previous individuals, making an
accumulated normalized fitness. The value of the last individual should be one. For last a
random number between zero and one is chosen and the selected individual is the first one
whose accumulated normalize value is greater than the random chosen number. This last
process is repeated until there are enough selected individuals.

3.2.2 Crossover
The following figure is an example of how the crossover works in the GA used on this
thesis.
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Figure 11 – GA Crossover

There are several methods for the crossover. On this thesis the method used is the
single point crossover. As figure 11 shows one randomly crossover point is chosen, than in the
first parent from the beginning of the chromosome to the crossover point is copied from one
parent, the rest is copied from the second parent and two new offspring with genetic code from
both parents are created.
The two points crossover method is very similar to this one. Two crossover points are
selected. From the beginning of the chromosome to the first crossover point is copied from one
parent, than from the first to the second crossover point is copied from the second parent, and
the rest is copied from the first parent again. This method is used instead of the single
crossover point when the size of the chromosome is significantly larger or different types of
genes are used on the chromosome.
Another method is the uniform crossover where the genes are randomly copied from the
first or from the second parent to the offspring.

3.2.3 Mutation
Mutation is an important part of the genetic search as helps to prevent the population
from stagnating at any local optima. Mutation is a genetic operator that alters one or more gene
values in a chromosome from its initial state. This can result in an entirely new gene values
being added to the gene pool, with these new gene values the GA may be able to find a better
solution than was previously possible.
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The following figure 12 is an example of how the mutation works in the GA used on this
work.

Figure 12 – GA Mutation

The mutation method used on this thesis is the uniform. Each chromosome has a 20%
chance to suffer mutation. If the chromosome is chosen the mutation replaces the value of the
chosen gene with a uniform random value select between the upper and lower bounds for that
gene. Only one gene can be mutated at the time so the GA will randomly choose one gene.

3.3 GA Chromosome
First let´s start talking about the genes that were used in the chromosome for this work.
Secondly about a few genes that were discarded and may be re-tested using other
combinations in order to improve the results and for last about other parameters that are taken
into consideration together with this pattern detection.
The chromosome is divided into two parts. The first consists of one gene that determines
whether a tendency of the price is according to the pattern used. The second is composed of
two genes that define the distances between the top and the bottom, and three more genes that
identify the trend within the pattern figure 13.
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Figure 13 – Basic chromossome used in the GA.

The pattern trend gene is used in order to make the GA to decide whether or not to open
a position according to the investment trend and the market trend, for that it will be used the
value of the gene to consider the trend from a certain period of time.
The two genes that defines the distance from the bottoms to the top, represents the
minimum distance of the prices between those two points. This validation can be done at the
end or while discovering the points.
The last three genes represent the strength of the trend between the three points. Prices
are always changing, and not always follow the same trend. For example, in a one hour period,
the price could increase 35 times, decrease 20 and maintain in 5 (considering the price per
minute). According with that and the type of the investment, “long” or “short”, the GA will
consider the increase or the decrease of the price and calculate a strength that has to be bigger
than the value of the gene.
Other genes that were tried but were discarded because they did not bring improvements
in the results were:
•

One gene to consider the window for the pattern discovery,

•

Two genes to set a minimum time between the three points (bottom 1, top and
bottom 2),

•

Three genes that defines the minimum distance between the price of the MA
(50,100 and 200) and the price,

•

One gene based on the value of the VIX that calculates a theoretical maximum
variation of the price on the day and validate with the possible gain if a position is
open.
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Besides the pattern detection, other parameters are used on this work. For example,
depending if the investment is “long” or “short” the price variation of the day has to be positive or
negative. A minimum and a maximum time to enter on the market is require. After a position is
closed, a minimum time “out of the market” is require to open a new position.

3.4 GA Fitness Function
The GA uses a random selection process that will only apply to half of the population. In
the process of crossover it is used only a one cutoff point. It was studied the option for more
points but because of the size of the chromosome is small it was decided to put aside that
possibility. The mutation process uses a 20% rate at which each individual chosen will mutate
one gene.
The generation of a new population is elitist, because the best individuals will be
preserved. The fitness function for this algorithm is represented in equation 1. P represents the
profitability and N is the number of winning trades. Unlike many fitness functions that use only
the total profit in the training period, it was added the total number of winning trades to give
some relevance to the amount of trades performed. The objective is to increase the number of
trades, because a solution with a higher number of trades and equal return will be more robust
in the test period.





√

(3)

It was considered to add the maximum drawdown in our fitness function [45]. But
because the algorithm is of type day trade and one of the condition of entry into the market is
the trend of the day has to be according to the trend of the pattern, we discard this possibility.

3.5

Application Characteristics
The code was developed in C++ and the model was implemented directly into the code of

the computer program. This gives almost an unlimited freedom in building the model. C++ is a
robust programming language for algorithmic software development, although, a user- friendly
interface is not available as this is not intrinsic to the GA search process. This is definitely a
disadvantage over the usability. The application is divided into two parts, one is the training and
another one is the test. The data used as input are in csv files as well the results of the training
and testing are written in two csv files.
The following figure 14 represents the application flow on this thesis. The system start for
reading the configuration file that has important information that will be used on the GA. The
historical data that will be used is selected. With the information set from the configuration file
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the initial population is created and the number of generation is set to 0. Now that the GA
already starts the method will start the training until the maximum generation is reach. Between
the trainings the selection process describe previously is made as the crossover and the
mutation. At the end of the training the generation is incremented and the results are stored in a
file. The test of the maximum generation is repeated and the flow will be repeated until the
maximum generation is reach. When that happens the GA will select the best chromosome that
was evaluated by the Fitness function and it will apply to the test period. During the test all the
transactions results are stored in a file.

Figure 14 – Application Flow

3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter was explained the two types of patterns that were optimized by the GA and
was presented the methodology used to identify the patterns. The chromosome of the GA used
in this work has six genes and the parameters used were the population size, the minimum
number of generations, the probability of crossover and the mutation of the gene.
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CHAPTER 4

Results

This chapter presents three case studies from various experiences made during the
development of the genetic algorithm. In each of these case studies presented there are two
types of investment made, “long” and “short” investment.
As was motioned before other genes were considered in the genetic algorithm, but due
to no improvement in the results they were discarded.
Two different metrics were used to evaluate the success of the experiments, the winning
% and the profit that will be compare with the B&H over the same period.
The ROI of the B&H used for a comparison with the following case studies, took into
account that since the date are from a period of more than 3 months it was necessary to make
the “rollover” of the futures contracts for the B&H to have a more realistic result. Said that, it
was made an average calculated as a weighted average to get percentages for both securities
(front month and expired month prices are derived from settlement price from the roll date of
both contracts). For example if there are 30 days between the rolls, on the first day the generic
th

is entirely weighted towards the front month. On the 10 day, the generic is 2/3 front month and
th

1/3 second month; on the 20 day, the generic is 2/3 the second month and 1/3 front month.
After each roll date, the averages are reset. Looking back historically on averages, the date
range should never matter, once the tickers rolls, the percentages remain the same (and never
get readjusted).

4.1 GA results
In this section three case studies are presented. The application was tested in real
market conditions. In the first two the data used was from S&P500 futures contract size $250
and $50. The application of these tests was performed taking into account real market
conditions and the data correspond to the period between 01-05-2012 and 31-12-2012.
Particularly, the training and testing period were, respectively, from 01-05-2012 to 11-06-2012
and from 12-06-2012 to 31-12-2012. In the third case study the date used was from EUR/USD
futures. The application condition was the same as the first two studies. The data correspond to
the period between 01-01-2012 and 14-03-2013. The training period and the testing period
were, respectively, from 01-01-2012 to 31-01-2012 and 01-02-2012 to 14-03-2013. It was
considered a recent period of data, a transaction cost of $3 and $1.5 on buy and $3 and $1.5 on
sale. All transactions are made with only one future contract, providing up a scenario closest to
the reality. The future “roll over” doesn’t affect the experiments since the type of trade chosen is
day trade.
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On the first two case studies the system starts the trading day with $50,000 for the $250
size contract and $10,000 for the $50 size contract, in cash assets. It was also considered an
initial margin of $21,875 and maintenance of $17,500 for the $250 size contract and an initial
margin of $4,375 and maintenance of $3,500 for the $50 size contract. On the third study the
system starts with $100,000 and the contract is 0.0001 per euro increments ($12.50/contract)
and has an initial margin of $2,475 and maintenance of $2,250 which represents paying a total
of $6 commission for opening and closing one position.

4.1.1 Case Study I
The big difference between the first two case studies is how the data is organized. In
this case study it was considered the data with a minute time frame. The parameters used were
a population of 200 elements and the minimum number of generations without improvement
used as stop criteria is 20. The test was repeated t for 10 runs.
4.1.1.1 “Long” Investment Data in minutes
As already mentioned previously, the pattern chosen as example was the “Double
Bottom” for long investments. The test follow the methodology describe earlier. After the first
part of validations it follows the pattern detection.

Figure 15 – Double Bottom Pattern identified by the method for the S&P500 with gain

Figure 15 represents an example of the identification of the “double bottom” pattern with
our method during the test. The algorithm first detects Point A at 18:34 with a price of 1376.23,
which is just after a downward trend and will marks it as a possible first bottom. Now the
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software is going to look for a better first bottom point or for a maximum to mark as a possible
top. The price is rising but the value is not high enough to mark any point as top. Then the price
starts again in a downward trend and the algorithm see Point B at 18:39 with a price of 1376.38.
Point B is not a better bottom 1 then Point A so he will keep Point A as a possible first bottom.
At 18:42 he finds a point with the price of 1375.59 that is a better bottom then point A and then
he marks that point as possible first bottom. After that the algorithm detects a maximum at point
C at 18:52 with a price of 1378.61, by this time he marks bottom 1 as the first bottom and marks
point C as a possible top. Then he finds another maximum at 18:59 with a price of 1379 that is
better than the point C, so he marks as a new possible top. He keeps bottom 1 as first bottom
by this time, since he only found a better top. At 19:05 with a price of 1377.33 he finds a bottom
that he marks as a second bottom. So in the next minute at 19:06 with a price of 1377.6 he
opens a “long position” and sets the target and the stop loss. At 19:09 he finds point D with a
price of 1336.9. This is a minimum but the stop loss is lower than this price so he keeps the
position opened. After that at 19:17 the target is reached with the price of 1379.64 and he
closes the position with a profit of 2 points. The algorithm uses always a stop loss to minimize
losses and a target to preserve the earnings. In this case the position is close when it reaches
the target (2 points) though when looking at the graph it was possible to make a bigger profit.
Not always the algorithm makes profit. The following figure is an example where the
algorithm detects the pattern double bottom with loss. Then the price is going in a downward
trend and the algorithm finds a better point for Bottom 1 at 16:56 with a price of 1418.85.

Figure 16 – Double Bottom Pattern identified by the method for the S&P500 with loss
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As was said before, figure 16 represents an example of the identification of the “double
bottom” pattern with our method during the test period with loss. First, the algorithm detects
point A at 16:42 with a price of 1419.4 and marks it as a possible first bottom. The price is rising
and the algorithm finds point B at 16:49 with a price of 1420.17, however the price is not high
enough to mark this point as top. Again the price is rising and the point C if mark as a possible
top at 17:18 with a price of 1420.4, the price continues to rise and at 17:22 with a price of
1420.5 the algorithms finds a better top and marks it. The price starts again in a downward
trend and the algorithm find bottom 2 at 17:52 with a price of 1418.4 and in the next minute it
open a “long position” at 17:53 with a price of 1418.77 (Buy), setting the target and the stop loss
respectively at 1420.77 and 1416.77. The algorithm continues the matching of all prices while
we are in the market with the target and the stop loss. Points D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K and L and
extreme points where the trend changes and have more chance to reach a target or the stop
loss. However the price never reaches 1420.77 or 1416.77 until at 19:32 with a price of 1416.75
where the algorithms reach the stop loss and close the position with a loss. We can see at
figure 13 that the price will rise again and if the stop loss was greater it was possible to not
close the position at that time with loss, however that could increase the losses in situations
where the price keep falling. Another option was to set a maximum of the time in the market,
where even if the target or the stop loss wasn’t reached the algorithm closes the position. On
this example if there were a maximum time in the market of 30 minutes the position was close
with a higher price decreasing the loss. This could be useful to predict when the market is
undecided and the probability of the pattern to fully form is inferior.
All the transactions have to be made on the same day (open and close the position) and
between 08:30 and 21:00, and also the trend on that trading day has to follow what is
configured for the method. For example can reasonably be argued that the trend on the last two
hours has to be upward, or that based on VIX the maximum daily variation is near the limit of
the day so cannot be opened a position right now, or in the extreme we only trade in a positive
day.
The following table represents the test result of the ten runs. During the training, the
winning percentages were between 64.15 and 64.64 and the total training trades are between
99 and 106.It can be observed that the results of the training are relatively close to the results
obtained during the test presented on table 3. During the test there was an average trade of 436
of which 265 were winning trades.
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Table 3 – S&P 500 (min) test results

Average
Trades

436

Average

Average

Standard

Winning Trades

Winning %

Deviation

265

60,77

0,75

The total time on the market is 23703 minutes what represents an average of 54
minutes for trade. Also the maximum consecutive wins are 13 against 7 maximum consecutive
losses. It’s also important to mention that between the training and the testing the winning
percentage dropped about 3%, which is acceptable.
The profitability over the test rises in a constant way, which indicates that there are not
long periods where there are big losses. In figure 17 is shown the profits in the S&P500 futures
contract $250 considering transactions costs of $10 and $6 respectively.

Figure 17 –Profitability over the period in case study I, assuming the $250 contract

However, if the future contract purchase is the $50, as can be seen in figure 18, the
transaction costs has a huge weight in income. The difference of paying $6 instead of $10
cannot be regarded.
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Figure 18 –Profitability over the period case study I,assuming the $50 contract

4.1.1.2 “Short” Investment Data in minutes
Short investment was also considered to validate the success of the method because
the data used on both case studies are more related to a “bull” market period.
As we can see on figure 19 the gain over time of an investment “short” are not so similar
to what happens in the long investment. Also the number of transactions is much lower because
the period is more favorable to “long” positions, thus providing more chances to enter into de
market since the algorithm is very conservative (low risk and limited loss). Assuming the $250
contract the gain is always positive for both commissions, what is good considering the period is
more related to a “bull” market.
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Figure 19 –Profitability over the period in “short” investment, assuming the $250 contract

By the other hand, assuming the $50 contract the gain is not always position for both
commissions and at the end with the $10 commissions we have a negative profit as figure 20
shows. As was seen on the “long” investment assuming the $50 contract the commissions have
an important consideration at the ROI. The total time on the market was 3172 minutes during
177 trades with an average of 17 minutes. The maximum consecutive wins and losses are 7.
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Figure 20 –Profitability over the period in “short” investment, assuming the $50 contract

On the “short” investment the average winning percentage is 60.1% during the training
period and 57.8% on the test. The difference is acceptable.
4.1.1.3 Analysis Results
The profit on the “long” investment was higher comparing with the “short” investment as
was expectable. The importance of the price on the commissions cannot be discarded. Figure
21 represents the results of the B&H over the same period for the contract of $50. The gain of
the B&H assuming a “long” investment is $1438, however assuming a “short” investment the
B&H has a loss of -$1438. Comparing these two results with the gains of the investment with
the GA, considering the “long” and “short” investment the gains are respectively $600 and -$380
for the $10 commission and $2400 and $332 for the $6 commission. On the “short” investment
the results are better than the B&H no matter what commission is paid. However on the “long”
investment the $10 commission has a lower profit than the B&H. This only reinforces the idea
that the price of the commission cannot be discarded.
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Figure 21 – B&H profitability over the period assuming the $50 contract

4.1.2 Case Study II
As was said at the beginning of section five, in the first two case studies, the data is
relative to the S&P500 futures contract size $50 and $250 for the same period of time. In this
case the software is going to use more information about the actual trading using all the
individuals trades in every minute, in other words, all the data transactions rather than the
minutes only. This means that on the same minute there are 20 or even 40 trades. The total
data used had more than 400 thousand trades. That is four times the number of trades used on
case study 1 for the same period.
It should be taken into consideration that although the data used in both study cases is
from a period of only seven months, the number of datasets is large, because on the first case it
was used the data on a minute basis and on the second is even more large because it contains
all the transactions.
Only one contract will be traded each time and it was considered a total cost of $10 and
$6 for the transactions costs. The parameters used on this test were the same used in case
study I. It was also repeated the test for 10 runs. In this case it was detected the “double
bottom” pattern like it was performed on case study 1 for the “long” investment and the “double
top” pattern for the “short” investment.
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Was also studied the possibility to add a position further in the same direction when a
profit was incurred for a given traded position [46]. It was put aside this possibility, because it
was intended to be the minimum possible time in the market.
4.1.2.1 “Long” Investment Data in ticks
On figure 22 can be seen the results of the winning percentage of the 10 runs of the
test. As can be seen the linear is constant thought the runs that mean was obtained a good
consistence on the winning percentage.

Winning %
61,5
61
60,5
Winning %

60

Linear (Winning %)

59,5
59
58,5
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Figure 22 –Winning percentage of the 10 Runs

On table 4 is presented the average trades and winning trades as the average of the
winning percentage of all runs. The average trades were 2.1 times more than the average
number of trades of case study 1, with an average winning of 60.27 %, what is a good result.
The fact that the standard deviation is low indicates that the results are solid.

Table 4 – S&P 500 (ticks) test results

Average
Trades

959

Average

Average

Standard

Winning Trades

Winning %

Deviation

578

60,27

0,22

As happened in case study 1 the profitability over the period assuming the $250
contract is consistent as shown in figure 23, also as the number of trades are higher the
difference between the $10 transaction costs and the $6 transaction costs occurs increasingly
less.
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Figure 23 –Profitability over the period in case study II, assuming the $250 contract

Figure 24 shows why the cost of the transactions may be an important factor which
cannot be ruled out. The difference of the $10 transaction cost to the $6 clearly defines the
success. In both cases the maintenance margins have always been complied.

Figure 24 –Profitability over the period in case study II, assuming the $50 contract
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4.1.2.2 “Short” Investment Data in ticks
The “short” investment on the period is not as good as the long investment since is a
bull period what is reflected in the number of transactions that is proximally 5 times less (figure
25). Unlike what happened with the “long” investment during the period on this contract, the ROI
was not always positive.

Figure 25 –Profitability over the period assuming the $250 contract on short investment

The gain with the short investment for the $50 contract is very low when the
commissions are $6 and a bit negative if the commissions are $10 as can be seen on figure 26.
On this case is very obvious that the commissions paid matter to have profit or not. It’s also
good to remind that the ROI of the B&H is very negative at the end of this period.
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Figure 26 –Profitability over the period assuming the $50 contract on short investment

4.1.2.3 Analysis Results

In the long investment, as happened in the case study above, the algorithm gains
exceeded the gains from the B&H. That can be seen on figure 27 where the B&H on had a gain
of $7192 comparing with the algorithm gain of $41340 taking into consideration the $10
commission and $45204 paying $6 the commission.
As was said before, the ROI of the B&H over the period on the “short investment” was
negative. The results obtained with the GA were satisfactory taking this into consideration.
Comparing with the results obtained with the $250 contract “short investment” the B&H had a
loss of -$7192 and the GA had $5520 for the $10 commission and 6312 for the $6.
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Figure 27 – B&H profitability over the period assuming the $250 contract

4.1.3 Case Study III
The data used on this case study differs from the first two since it was used the
EUR/USD futures instead of S&P500 futures.
The parameters used on this test and also the pattern detect were the same used and
detected in the other cases. It was also repeated the test for 10 runs. The commission prices for
this type of contract it changes based on the amount invested during the year. In this case and
taking the consideration of the number of transactions made and the amount invested on each
transaction it was considered a total of $6 for $100000 investment and $3 for 500000
investment. It is important to notice that with the leveraged it is not need to have that amount in
the account.
4.1.3.1

“Long” Investment EUR / USD

Figure 28 represents the result of case study III considering the $6 and $3
commissions. Despite the result at the end is very positive, there were periods when the
investment had high losses specially assuming the $3 commission that had an investment of
$500000. Nevertheless the $25000 available for investment was never reached. The ROI of
both amount of investment is considerable different, on the first we have a more controllable
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gain/loss than on the second where is paid half the price for the commission but the gain and
the losses are greater. Some investors are not capable of have periods with such losses and
will prefer the first amount of investment even with the high hypotheses of have very good
profits.

Figure 28 –Profitability over the period assuming the EUR/USD future

4.1.3.2 “Short” Investment EUR / USD

Again the difference on the ROI because of the amount of investment is notary. Figure
29 represents the ROI based on the “Short” investment algorithm paying $6 and $3
commission. Unlike what happened in the “long” investment over the period, the “short”
investment never become negative for both commissions. The number of transactions made on
this investment is approximately ten times less than in the previous investment. However at the
end the profit are not ten times less.
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Figure 29 – Profitability over the period assuming the EUR/USD future (short investment)

4.1.3.3 Analysis Results

During the year 2012 the B&H of EUR/USD future had a small amount of profit or loss
depending if was “short” or “long” and finish the 14-03-2013 with a small profit of $830 and
$4150 for the “short” investment and with a small loss of -$830 and -$4150 for the “long”
investment. Figure 30 illustrates the profitability of B&H with a long investment and with a short
investment during the period for $100000 and $500000 amounts.
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Figure 30 – B&H profitability over the period assuming the EUR/USD future

Both the results of case study 3 and the B&H long investment (B&HL) had big losses over
the period. The maximum accumulated losses from the GA reach -$3806 for the $6 commission
($100000 amount) and -$19003 for the $3 commission ($500000 amount) on the “long”
investment, on the “short” investment the ROI never become negative. The B&H had a
maximum accumulated of losses from -$50600 and -$28950 for the $500000 amount of
investment in the “long” and “short” respectively and -$10120 and -$5790 for the $100000
amount of investment. At the end GA for the “long” investment had a profit of $5994 for the
$100000 investment and a profit of $29997 for the $500000 investment. On the “short”
investment it had a profit for the $100000 amount of $1490 and for the $500000 of $12445.

4.2 Conclusions
Three case studies were selected to validate successfully the results. Also other
hypotheses were considered but were not detailed as the case studies. The pattern was
identified with considerable success in all case studies. The difference of winning percentage
during the training and the test declined 3%, which is quite acceptable. In the first two cases the
percentages of winning position were greater than 60%. It was found that the cost of
transactions greatly influences the profit of the investment. The results for “long” position
investments and “short” positions investments were good. In all three case studies the GA
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results beat the results of the B&H significantly considering the smallest commission paid. It is
important to say that since this is an algorithm that invests automatically, the pressure of being
losing some amount of “money” over the period, don’t exist, comparing that with an investor
doing the same trades could implicates that he could feel some pressure of being losing and
influence the strategy.
The following table 5 represents a summary of the results of all investments made in the
three case studies with GA and their comparison with the investment strategy B&H.
Table 5 – Test results summary

ROI $ (after
Winning % commission)
Long Investment "Double Bottom" pattern
B&H S&P 500 Contract $50
S&P 500 Contract $50, $10 commission (min)
S&P 500 Contract $50, $6 commission (min)
S&P 500 Contract $50, $10 commission (tick)
S&P 500 Contract $50, $6 commission (tick)
B&H S&P 500 Contract $250
S&P 500 Contract $250, $10 commission (min)
S&P 500 Contract $250, $6 commission (min)
S&P 500 Contract $250, $10 commission (tick)
S&P 500 Contract $250, $6 commission (tick)
B&H EUR/USD Futures $100000
EUR/USD Futures $100000, $6 commission
B&H EUR/USD Futures $500000
EUR/USD Futures $500000, $3 commission
Short Investment "Double Top" pattern
B&H S&P 500 Contract $50
S&P 500 Contract $50, $10 commission (min)
S&P 500 Contract $50, $6 commission (min)
S&P 500 Contract $50, $10 commission (tick)
S&P 500 Contract $50, $6 commission (tick)
B&H S&P 500 Contract $250
S&P 500 Contract $250, $10 commission (min)
S&P 500 Contract $250, $6 commission (min)
S&P 500 Contract $250, $10 commission (tick)
S&P 500 Contract $250, $6 commission (tick)
B&H EUR/USD Futures $100000
EUR/USD Futures $100000, $6 commission
B&H EUR/USD Futures $500000
EUR/USD Futures $500000, $3 commission

60,77
60,77
60,27
60,27
61,33
61,33
60,55
60,55
50,76
50,76
57,87
57,87
63,46
63,46
57,87
57,87
63,46
63,46
53,5
53,5
52

Number of
Trades

1438
600
2400
540
4404
7192
21000
22800
41340
45204
-830
5994
-4150
29997

6
436
436
959
959
6
450
450
966
966
8
1956
8
1956

-1438
-380
332
-480
312
-7192
5220
5932
5520
6312
830
1490
4150
12445

6
178
178
312
312
6
178
178
312
312
8
185
8
185

Total
Commission
60
4360
2616
9590
5754
60
4500
2700
9660
5796
48
11736
24
5868

GA-B&H
-838
962
-898
2966
13808
15608
34148
38012
6824
-

60
1780
1068
3120
1872
60 1780
1068
3120
1872
48 1110
24 555

34147

1058
1770
958
1750
12412
13124
12712
13504
660
8295

The Investment of case study 1 and 2 can’t be compared with case study 3 since is a
different period and a different future contract. Said that, as can be seen on table 4 only the
investment with the S&P500 contract $50 paying $10 commission didn’t beat the B&H, thought,
the total commission paid in this situation is proximally 7 and 17 times the ROI of the
investment. This indicates that the commission has a very high impact on the final result. All
other investments have outperformed the B&H strategy and some even stood out for obtaining
outcomes much satisfactory. In general the “short” investment had lower gains than the “long”
investment. The investment with the bigger ROI was the S&P 500 Contract $250, $6
commission (tick) with $45204 and the investment with the lowest ROI was the S&P 500
Contract $50, $10 commission (tick) with -$480, despite the investment had a negative return
the B&H strategy in the same period had -$1432, so the result was almost three times lower
than the negative return of the B&H. In the investment using all the individuals trades in every
minute the number of transactions are higher than the investment in the minute what implicates
a bigger cost on the total commission. Never less the ROI are very close or higher on the
investment using all trades what indicates a better performance. On the EUR/USD Futures
investment the winning percentage are not as good as the S&P500 investments. Although the
percentage is small, the returns are positive compared to the B&P in the same period and on
the “long” investment the B&H has a negative return at the end and the GA has a positive return
what is a success. In short, is notorious how the prices of the commissions are important. It can
be seen on some investments that the price paid for the commission were higher than the ROI
of the B&H on the same investment lots of times. All the investments made had returns higher
than the B&P with two exceptions where the commissions paid were 7 and 17 times the ROI of
the GA and 3 and 6 times the B&H return on the period.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusions and Future Work

The work aim of this thesis was to detect patterns using statistical data in order to develop a
strategy of investment to overcome the same kind of investment using the B&H strategy, with
the help of a genetic algorithm in order to enhance the performance.
Considering other solutions already developed in this area that have been studied in
Chapter 2, the work was tested in three different case studies in order to validate what has been
proposed.

5.1 Conclusions
A sturdy GA system was applied to optimize the parameters that describe the pattern
chosen as an example (“double bottom” and “double top”) that has been identified with great
success during the intraday S&P500 futures trading and EUR/USD futures. The first two case
studies that were presented have performed well with a winning percentage higher than 60% on
both cases and a low standard deviation that indicates consistence. It was also verified that the
transaction costs in short term transactions can have big influence in the overall earnings
obtained.
Throughout the work developed it was found that the use of the genetic algorithm in order
to improve the performance and obtain better results was a success. The way that the GA
optimizes the search for the best solution in order to obtain optimal results is important. Is
possible to further improve the search in order to seek better results with a few changes in the
configuration file. For example it is possible to increase the number of generations or the
number of the population, though the time spent will also increase substantially. Another way of
trying to increase the success the outcomes may be changing the probability of the crossover or
the mutation of the genetic algorithm. The selection used on this dissertation was elitist as was
already said before. The results will probably be different if another type of selection could be
used as was mentioned on Chapter 3.
The results obtained using the developed trading system make it possible to say that this
system may be successfully used for futures trading in systems for automatic trading. Overall,
our results show that is possible to create strategies conditioned by the occurrence of “Double
Bottom” and “Double Top”, with positive returns, which indicates that these patterns can capture
from stock historical prices some signals about their future price trend that makes possible to
create profitable strategies even when the effects of transaction costs are considered. The
results in favor of the ability to forecast of the patterns, even when taken into account
transaction costs inherent in the stock market are elevated enough to maintain their economic
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attractiveness for the investors, in special the bigger ones, with access to lower transaction
cost.

5.2 Future Work
For future work it could be interesting to identify more than one pattern at the same time
and the GA could choose the one that is the more appropriate for every situation. It could also
be used a sliding window to optimize further the training environment. It is also interesting to
have short positions and long positions together since on the case studies we only considered
one position at the time. It may also be interesting to consider other fundamental and technical
factors in the investment strategy, like the interest rate decision from the Federal Reserve or the
European Bank or the Automatic Data Processing (ADP) nonfarm Employment Change on the
United States since on the first two studies the future contract used is based on S&P 500 that
belongs to that country or a technical factor like the 50 or 200 days moving averages. Further
optimization of the parameters used in the identification of the patterns (“Double Bottom / Top”).
The development of investment strategies that attempt to be even closer to the way a technical
analyst makes decisions, including for example, information about the volume traded.
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APPENDIXA – Application instructions

Like was describing in 3.5 the application was developed using Eclipse C++ development
environment for Linux (http://www.ubuntu.com/download/desktop/windows-installer).
There is a configuration file that must be named “pattern.conf” and that file must be in the same
folder as the executable file named “GA”. The following table represents the parameters used in
the configuration file:
Table 6 - Configuration file parameters
Input Parameter
Algorithm

Range Values

Description
Defines which of the test

GA

algorithms to run.
dirCotacoes

The

../cotacoes

path

to

where

the

financial data are located.
pop_size

Interger value greater than 0

The size of the GA population

Example: 200

to be used in the training
phase.

generations

Interger value greater than 0

The number of generations

Example: 50

used by the stop criteria of
the GA.

runs

Interger value greater than 0

The numbers of independent

Example: 10

runs to be executed by the
GA.

do_long

0 – Disable
1 – Enable

Enable the long strategy if 1
and enable the short strategy
if 0.

These values were estimated throughout the development of the application and take into
account the computational resources required and time demands (training time and test time).
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Figure 31 – Example of the configuration file
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APPENDIXB – Application Output
It was decided to create during the execution two files that store all the necessary information
about the results of the investment on the training and test.
Table 7 – Output files
Output file
Rentabilidades_GA.csv (figure 32)

Description
File that contains the information about the
training period. Example: Generations, Best
profitability, runs, % of success.

“Data Name”_ BuyHoldTst.csv (figure 33)

File that contains all the important information
about the test period. Example: Data, buy
prices, sell prices, bottom prices, gains,
losses, % of success, number of trades,
consecutive gains, target prices, stop loss
price.

Figure 32 – Example of the Rentabilidades_GA file
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Figure 33 – Example of the S&P500_ BuyHoldTst file
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APPENDIXC – Specification
Table 6 represents the futures contracts description used on this work.
Table 8 – Futures Contract Description
Contract

S&P 500 EMINI FUT

S&P 500 FUTURE

EURO FX CURR FUT

(Figure 34)

(Figure 35)

(Figure 36)

Underlying

SPX Index

SPX Index

-

Contract Size

50 $ x index

250 $ x index

125,000 EUR

Value of 1.0 pt

$ 50

$ 250

$ 125, 000

Tick Size

0.25

0.10

0.0001

Tick Value

$12.5

$25

$12,5

Contract Value

$77,700

$ 387,675

$161,712.5

Exch Symbol

ES

SP

6E

Figure 34 – E-mini S&P500 Futures (Bloomberg)
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Figure 35 – S&P500 Index Futures (Bloomberg)

Figure 36 – Euro FX CURR Futures (Bloomberg)
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